SMITH ROCK CONCEPT A
LIMITED UPDATES/EXISTING ENTRY

1. ADD GROUP CAMP AREA, NEW COOKING AREA AND SMALL KITCHEN SHELTERS AT CURRENT BIVOUAC
2. SLIGHTLY EXPAND PARKING AREA AND REMOVE ROADSIDE PARKING
3. IMPROVE TRAILHEAD VISIBILITY AND ACCESS
4. ADD VISITOR CENTER AND FORMAL TRAILHEAD
5. KEEP EXISTING PARK ENTRY BUT ADD A SMART GATE* TO THE BIVOUAC AREA AND VISITOR CENTER AREA
6. ADD PARKING LOT TO ACCOMMODATE FOR ALL PARKING REMOVED FROM THE ROAD
7. REMOVE ROAD SIDE PARKING TO REDUCE CONGESTION AND ALLOW VIEWS TO THE ROCK; COMPLETE ADA TRAIL
8. ADD CXT VAULT TOILET AT NORTH POINT AND TWO WORM COMPOSTING TOILETS IN THE CLIMBING AREAS
9. ADD FENCING ALONG WILCOX AVE

PROGRAM
10. Add 30min parking spaces at Visitor Center for short term visitors
*Provide smart gate at entry that can track when the park is full; sign updated and posted on the website
11. Establish reservation system in bivouac
12. Online training program and registration system for a designated number of guides in the park
LOCATE BIVOUAC AT A NEW SOUTH ENTRANCE OF THE PARK WITH ITS OWN RESTROOM/SHOWER BUILDING. SMART GATE* AND TRAILHEAD

ADD SMART GATE* AT NE CROOKED RIVER DRIVE ENTRY ALLOWING PARK USERS DAY USE ACCESS ONLY AND NEIGHBORS 24/7 ACCESS

CONVERT OLD BIVOUAC INTO A DAY USE PICNIC AREA AND TRAILHEAD WITH PARKING TO ACCOMMODATE FOR THE LOSS OF ROAD SIDE PARKING

ADD A VISITORS CENTER WITH PICNIC AREA, TRAILHEAD AND ADA TRAIL CONNECTION AT THE CURRENT OVERFLOW PARKING LOT AREA AND VISITOR CENTER AREA

REMOVE ROAD SIDE PARALLEL PARKING

COMPLETE ADA RIM TRAIL CONNECTION TO NORTH POINT

ADD CXT VAULT TOILET AT NORTH POINT AND TWO WORM COMPOSTING TOILETS IN THE CLIMBING AREAS

ADD FENCING ALONG WILCOX AVE

ADD A PEDESTRIAN BRIDGE AT THE SOUTHERN TIP OF THE PARK

PROGRAM
Add 30min parking spaces at Visitor Center for short term visitors
*Provide smart gate at entry that can track when the park is full, sign updated and posted on the website
Establish reservation system in bivouac
Online training program and registration system for a designated number of guides in the park
1. **ADD MULTIMODAL TRAIL FROM TERREBONNE WHILE REMOVING OPTION FOR ROADSIDE PARKING ON WILCOX**
2. **ADD NEW PARK ENTRY ROAD WITH SMART GATE* FOR DAY USE ONLY TRAFFIC**
3. **ESTABLISH TRAILHEAD PARKING LOT WITH CXT VAULT TOILET**
4. **REMOVE ROADSIDE PARKING ON NE CROOKED RIVER DRIVE AND EXISTING RESTROOM**
5. **CONVERT EXISTING BIVOUAC INTO A DAY USE AREA AND TRAILHEAD WITH PARKING TO HELP ACCOMMODATE FOR THE PARKING SPACES REMOVED FROM THE ROAD**
6. **PARK STAFF AND EMERGENCY ACCESS ONLY**
7. **NEW VISITOR CENTER TO BE LOCATED AT CURRENT OVERFLOW LOT**

---

**PROGRAM**

- **ADD TWO WORM COMPOSTING TOILETS IN THE CLIMBING ARENAS AND A BRIDGE AT NORTH AND SOUTH POINTS**
- **MOVE BIVOUAC TO NORTH POINT, ADD RESTROOM/SHOWERS FACILITY AND EXPAND PARKING TO ACCOMMODATE APPROPRIATE NUMBER OF OVERNIGHT VISITORS**
- **USE NE CROOKED RIVER DRIVE FOR NEIGHBOR, OVERNIGHT, AND TEMPORARY VIEWPOINT PARKING**

---

*Provide smart gate at entry that can track when the park is full, sign updated and posted on the website.*

**Online training program and registration system for a designated number of guides in the park**